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Coastal Geomorphology, Second Edition is a comprehensive and systematic introduction to this

subject and demonstrates the dynamic nature of coastal landforms, providing a background for

analytical planning and management strategies in coastal areas that are subject to continuing

changes. This introductory textbook has been completely revised and updated, and is accompanied

by a website which provides additional illustrations, global examples, case-studies and more

detailed and advanced information on topics referenced in the book, together with explanations of

terminology, annotated references and research material.
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"An excellent book at a reasonable price..." (Geoscientist, April 2001) "relevant, clear and useful"

(Progress in Physical Geography, Vol.26, No.1, 2002) "...This is a nicely written, nicely illustrated

book..." (Earth Surface Processes & Landforms, November 2002)Ã‚Â  "Ã¢â‚¬Â¦A useful source

book on most coastal issuesÃ¢â‚¬Â¦" (Area, Vol. 34, No.4, 2002) "Ã¢â‚¬Â¦a comprehensive

textbook of some merit for geomorphologists and Earth scientists alikeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦" (Geological Journal,

January/March 2003) --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Coastal Geomorphology, Second Edition is a comprehensive and systematic introduction to the

subject and demonstrates the dynamic nature of coastal landforms, providing a background for

analytical planning and management strategies in coastal areas subject to continuing changes. This

introductory textbook has been completely revised and updated, and is supplemented by a website



which provides additional illustrations, global examples, case studies and more detailed and

advanced information on topics referenced in the book, together with the reader with a coastal

geomorphology in formation system that will enable them to follow up particular topics in more detail

if required. This book will be an invaluable reference fro undergraduate and graduate students

taking relevant courses within physicalÃ‚Â geography, geology and other related Ã‚Â earth and

environmental science subjects.   Completely revised and updated to include recent events such as

the Indian Ocean tsunami and New Orleans flooding   Provides global examples of coastal features

and process relationships from Britain, Europe, North America and Australasia   A systematic

approach to coastal geomorphology to enhance student understanding   Includes key discussion on

the effects of human activity on coasts and their continuing contribution to coastal landform changes

  Includes a website with further references and case studies

I find this book an excellent reference book for the study of coastal geomorphology. We have just

finished a long coastal assignment and this was a major reference for my essay. It is easy to read

and understand and if you live near a coast as we do in New Zealand, you can read and study at

the same time. A great book. Thanks for your prompt delivery, that was my most hoped for wish,

that it would get hear on time. It Did.

A wonderful explanation of current thinking on coastal morphology.A must for all researchers and

students, and I would suggest that more Uni Professors used it.
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